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ABSTRACT
We use South Pole Telescope data from 2008 and 2009 to detect the non-Gaussian signature in the cos-
mic microwave background (CMB) produced by gravitational lensing and to measure the power spectrum of
the projected gravitational potential. We constrain the ratio of the measured amplitude of the lensing sig-
nal to that expected in a fiducial ΛCDM cosmological model to be 0.86 ± 0.16, with no lensing disfavored at
6.3σ. Marginalizing over ΛCDM cosmological models allowed by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP7) results in a measurement ofAlens = 0.90±0.19, indicating that the amplitude of matter fluctuations
over the redshift range 0.5 . z . 5 probed by CMB lensing is in good agreement with predictions. We present
the results of several consistency checks. These include a clear detection of the lensing signature in CMB maps
filtered to have no overlap in Fourier space, as well as a “curl” diagnostic that is consistent with the signal
expected for ΛCDM. We perform a detailed study of bias in the measurement due to noise, foregrounds, and
other effects and determine that these contributions are relatively small compared to the statistical uncertainty
in the measurement. We combine this lensing measurement with results from WMAP7 to improve constraints
on cosmological parameters when compared to those from WMAP7 alone: we find a factor of 3.9 improvement
in the measurement of the spatial curvature of the Universe, Ωk = −0.0014 ± 0.0172; a 10% improvement
in the amplitude of matter fluctuations within ΛCDM, σ8 = 0.810 ± 0.026; and a 5% improvement in the
dark energy equation of state, w = −1.04 ± 0.40. When compared with the measurement of w provided by
the combination of WMAP7 and external constraints on the Hubble parameter, the addition of the lensing data
improve the measurement of w by 15% to give w = −1.087± 0.096.
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21. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) have allowed us to infer much about the Universe
during the epoch of recombination (most recently, Jarosik
et al. 2010; Das et al. 2011a; Keisler et al. 2011). Over the
last decade, measurements of interactions between the CMB
and structures at lower redshifts have been used to constrain
cosmology. These include the measurement of the effects
of reionization on the CMB at z ∼ 10 (e.g., Kogut et al.
2003; Komatsu et al. 2011; Zahn et al. 2011); the detection
of the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect from the onset of dark
energy domination at z ∼ 1 (e.g., Fosalba et al. 2003; Pad-
manabhan et al. 2005); and large surveys using the Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich (SZ) effect (Sunyaev & Zel’dovich 1972) to mea-
sure the growth of structure and the present day amplitude of
matter fluctuations (e.g., Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Sehgal et al.
2011; Dunkley et al. 2011; Reichardt et al. 2011; Benson et al.
2011).
The gravitational lensing of the CMB is another long-
promised source of information on the post-recombination
Universe (e.g., Blanchard & Schneider 1987; Cole & Kaiser
1989; Seljak 1996; for a review see Lewis & Challinor 2006).
Lensing affects the CMB in two ways: it smooths the CMB
temperature power spectrum, and it correlates initially inde-
pendent modes. A measurement of this latter effect can be
obtained, for instance, with the optimal quadratic estimator
technique of Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1999), Hu (2001b), and
Okamoto & Hu (2003), giving a reconstruction of the pro-
jected gravitational potential (Bernardeau 1997; Seljak & Zal-
darriaga 1999; Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1999; Hu 2001b). Most
of the weight in the projection comes from high redshifts, with
the maximum at z ∼ 2. CMB lensing measurements can thus
probe the physics affecting structure formation at high red-
shift, including the sum of the neutrino masses (Kaplinghat
et al. 2003; Lesgourgues et al. 2006). In addition, the gravi-
tational potential can be probed on very large scales, leading
to constraints on curvature, dark energy, and modified gravity
models (Smith et al. 2006; Calabrese et al. 2009).
Until recently, CMB observations had insufficient sen-
sitivity and angular resolution to detect lensing with the
CMB alone. Smith et al. (2007) instead performed a cross-
correlation between a reconstruction of the nearly full-sky
CMB lensing field, obtained with the third-year Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) data, and the distri-
bution of radio galaxies found in the NRAO VLA Sky Survey
(NVSS). This resulted in a detection of the signature of CMB
lensing at 3.4σ. Similarly, Hirata et al. (2008) found a 2.5σ
detection of cross-correlation between their lensing map, ob-
tained with the third-year WMAP release using a slightly dif-
ferent estimator, and data from both the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey and NVSS.
Experiments with smaller beam sizes and lower noise lev-
els have enabled lensing detections using the CMB alone. The
Arcminute Cosmology Bolometer Array Receiver (ACBAR;
Reichardt et al. 2009), Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT;
Dunkley et al. 2011), and South Pole Telescope (SPT; Keisler
et al. 2011) teams have found a preference for lensing in
the small-scale CMB temperature power spectrum at signif-
icances of ∼ 2σ, 2.8σ, and 5σ, respectively. Also, although
the WMAP satellite is not optimized for the study of the CMB
power spectrum damping tail, which is most affected by lens-
ing, the maps in the seventh-year WMAP release (Jarosik
et al. 2010) contain low enough noise that evidence for lensing
using a novel kurtosis estimator was claimed at 2σ by Smidt
et al. (2011). However, Feng et al. (2011) recently applied
the optimal quadratic estimator of Hu (2001b); Okamoto &
Hu (2003) to the WMAP7 maps, finding no significant sig-
nal. The first clear detection of the power spectrum of the
CMB lensing potential was obtained by Das et al. (2011b),
who used the quadratic estimator approach with ACT maps to
obtain a 4σ detection.
Here, we perform quadratic lensing reconstruction and
present a detection of the lensing power spectrum from
590 square degrees of CMB sky observed by the SPT in 2008
and 2009. This sky area is approximately twice that used by
Das et al. (2011b), and is observed with ∼ 25% lower noise.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review
lensing of the CMB. In Section 3, we briefly review the SPT
dataset, noting that we use the maps which were generated
for the CMB power spectrum analysis of Keisler et al. (2011,
hereafter K11). In Section 4, we detail our application of the
quadratic estimator technique to the SPT maps. In Section 5,
we estimate the impact of foregrounds and other systematic
effects in the data, and show that they can be controlled for the
current level of precision. In Section 6, we present the quan-
titative results, including a measurement of the amplitude of
the lensing power spectrum relative to theoretical expectations
and constraints on cosmological parameters. We conclude in
Section 7.
2. CMB LENSING
As CMB photons travel toward us, their paths are slightly
deflected by fluctuations in the intervening matter density.
Since the fluctuations are mostly in the linear regime on large
scales, each deflection is small, and we can consider the to-
tal deflection for a given observation direction nˆ as a sum of
deflections along the line of sight. The projected potential for
lensing φ(nˆ) is then given by
φ(nˆ) = −2
∫ χCMB
0
dχ
fK(χCMB − χ)
fK(χCMB)fK(χ)
Φ(χnˆ, χ), (1)
where Φ(r, η) is the three-dimensional gravitational potential
at position r and conformal look-back time η, both measured
with us at the origin, χ is the comoving distance along the
line of sight, χCMB ' 14 Gpc is the comoving distance to the
CMB, and fK(χ) is the comoving angular diameter distance,
with fK(χ) = χ in a spatially flat universe. Lensing shifts
the unlensed CMB temperature TU (nˆ) at a sky position nˆ by
the gradient of this lensing potential, resulting in an observed
CMB temperature
T (nˆ) =TU (nˆ+∇φ(nˆ))
=TU (nˆ) +∇TU (nˆ) · ∇φ(nˆ) + . . . . (2)
The statistics of the Gaussian, unlensed temperature field are
determined purely by the unlensed CMB power spectrum CUl
according to
〈TU (l1)TU (l2)〉 = (2pi)2δ(l1 + l2)CUl1 , (3)
where we use the flat-sky Fourier convention
T (l) =
∫
d2nˆT (nˆ)e−il·nˆ, (4)
and apply the high-l limit in which the all-sky power spectrum
Cl becomes equivalent to its flat-sky Fourier analogue.
3When the CMB is lensed, the coupling between the CMB
gradient and the φ gradient in Eq. 2 leads to an off-diagonal
correlation between CMB multipole moments of
〈T (l1)T (l2)〉 =L · (l1CUl1 + l2CUl2 )φ(L)
≡f(l1, l2)φ(L), (5)
at linear order in φ. Here, L = l1 + l2, and we have assumed
l1 6= −l2.25
A quadratic estimator takes advantage of this off-diagonal
coupling by averaging over products of pairs of observed
CMB modes T (l1) and T (l2) that satisfy l1 + l2 = L 6= 0
to reconstruct a mode φ(L). This is distinct from lensing
detections using the CMB temperature power spectrum (Cal-
abrese et al. 2008; Reichardt et al. 2009; Das et al. 2011a;
Keisler et al. 2011), which probe the effects of lensing on “on-
diagonal” CMB modes with l1 + l2 = 0.
Although the typical deflection angle is small, |∇φ|RMS '
2.4′, the lensing deflection field is coherent across several de-
grees on the sky. The mode coupling is thus strongest for pairs
of modes in the CMB map with small vectorial separation, of
magnitude L . 1000. Additionally, the signal is most sig-
nificant on scales at which the CMB temperature power spec-
trum is a steep function of l (e.g., Zahn & Zaldarriaga 2006;
Bucher et al. 2010). This condition is met on small scales
(high l), where the primary CMB fluctuations are exponen-
tially damped due to photon diffusion effects during recombi-
nation. Thus, an ideal lensing estimate will search for nonzero
coupling between pairs of l > 1000 CMB modes, separated
by L of several hundred. Data from the current generation
of CMB temperature experiments, namely SPT, ACT, and the
Planck Surveyor, can be used to resolve the fluctuations in the
damping tail region of the CMB temperature power spectrum.
These data are thus well-suited for measuring the lensing sig-
nal on degree scales, using only the measured fluctuations on
scales of several arcminutes.
3. THE SOUTH POLE TELESCOPE
The SPT is an off-axis Gregorian telescope with a 10-meter
diameter primary mirror located at the South Pole. The re-
ceiver is equipped with 960 horn-coupled spiderweb bolome-
ters with superconducting transition-edge sensors. The detec-
tors are divided between three frequency bands centered at 95,
150, and 220 GHz. The telescope and receiver are discussed
in more detail in Ruhl et al. (2004), Padin et al. (2008), and
Carlstrom et al. (2011).
3.1. Survey and Fields
The SPT-SZ survey is a multi-year observation program
with the principal goals of using the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich ef-
fect to produce a nearly mass-limited sample of galaxy clus-
ters for cosmological studies, e.g., for measuring the growth
of structure to constrain the dark energy equation of state
(Staniszewski et al. 2009; Vanderlinde et al. 2010; Foley et al.
2011; Williamson et al. 2011) and to measure the power spec-
trum of the mm-wave sky on small angular scales (Lueker
et al. 2010; Hall et al. 2010; Shirokoff et al. 2011; K11; Re-
ichardt et al. 2011).
In this work, we use only the 150 GHz due to the lower
25 Throughout the paper, we use capital L to refer to the argument of the
lensing field, and lowercase l to refer to the argument of the CMB temperature
field.
noise, of approximately 18µK-arcmin26. We use the two
fields observed by the SPT in 2008, which total 197 square
degrees, and two of the fields observed in 2009, which total
393 square degrees. These four fields correspond to the fields
marked RA5H30DEC-55, RA23H30DEC-55, RA3H30DEC-
60, and RA21HDEC-60 in Table 1 of K11.
3.2. Mapmaking from time streams
The SPT maps used in this analysis are identical to those
used by K11. The processing used to go from time-ordered
data (TOD) to maps is described in more detail in that work,
and we summarize the main points here. First, the raw 100 Hz
TOD are low-pass filtered at 7.5 Hz and resampled at 16.7 Hz.
Next, the TOD are band-pass filtered by applying a second
low-pass filter at 5 Hz and by removing a Legendre polyno-
mial from each scan across the field. Approximately 1.5 de-
grees of freedom are removed per degree on the sky. Finally,
we subtract the mean signal across each detector module27 at
each time sample. This spatial high-pass filter removes atmo-
spheric noise that is correlated among detectors.
The filtered TOD, in conjunction with the pointing in-
formation, are projected onto two-dimensional maps using
the oblique Lambert equal-area azimuthal projection (Snyder
1987) with pixels of size 1′.
All SPT temperature power spectrum analyses are per-
formed using cross-power estimates between maps of disjoint
observations of each SPT field, with each observation con-
sisting of several hours of time-ordered data. By contrast, in
the lensing analysis we use only the season-averaged map for
each field.
3.3. Source Removal
To remove bright sources from the maps, we center a square
mask on each source and “paint in” CMB fluctuations using
interpolation.
We first derive a source list for masking extremely bright
sources and galaxy clusters using SPT catalogs (compiled us-
ing maps that were processed slightly differently and with
smaller pixels). A 12′×12′ mask is applied to positive sources
brighter than 40σ and galaxy clusters brighter than 20σ. The
source densities of extremely bright sources and galaxy clus-
ters are ∼ 0.2 and 0.01 per square degree, respectively. We
discuss the dependence on masking levels in Section 5.
Next, fainter sources are identified by applying a matched
filter to the maps used for the lensing analysis (which are not
optimized for point source detection) and selecting all sources
above 6σ. These sources are removed by masking the sur-
rounding 8′ × 8′ region. The effective flux cut is approxi-
mately 10 mJy, with a typical source density of 0.5 sources
per square degree.
An estimate of the CMB fluctuations in the masked region
is then determined in a 16′ square surrounding each source re-
gion, where a Gaussian random field is assumed. The covari-
ance matrix C between pixels in the 16′ square is calculated
from a large number of 16′ square regions of SPT maps. A
new matrixC′ is constructed by setting the diagonal elements
corresponding to the masked pixels to large values. Finally,
26 Throughout this work, map signal and noise amplitudes are expressed in
units of K-CMB, expressing deviations from the average measured intensity
as equivalent temperature fluctuations in the CMB.
27 The SPT array consists of 6 wedge-shaped bolometer modules, each
with 160 detectors. Each wedge is configured with a set of filters that deter-
mine its observing frequency (95, 150, or 220 GHz).
4the interpolated map is estimated as Test = CC′
−1
Tmap,
where Tmap is the original map. This procedure is a variant
of Wiener filtering (e.g., Knox et al. 1998). It is analogous to
maximum likelihood mapmaking for a small subregion that
has high noise embedded in a larger well-measured map that
has known large-scale correlations. It is also similar to a con-
strained realization in the masked region (e.g., Hoffman &
Ribak 1991), but differs in that there is no random noise added
on small scales.
The fractional residual power from a point source after this
masking procedure is applied is less than 6 × 10−4; the total
fraction of sky area masked is ∼ 1%. We perform the same
procedure on the simulated observations described below to
include their impact on the final results.
3.4. Beam
The beam shape is measured using a combination of ob-
servations of planets and bright point sources. The central
beam is approximately Gaussian and is measured using the
five brightest point sources in the fields observed by SPT in
2008 and 2009. This approach naturally takes into account
the effective beam enlargement due to random errors in the
pointing reconstruction. The outer beam, which accounts for
roughly 15% of the total beam solid angle, is measured with
planet observations. The SPT beams are described in more
detail in K11. We discuss the impact of the beam uncertain-
ties on the lensing results in Section 5.4.
4. LENSING ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe our procedure for measuring
the lensing signal. We discuss our method for making lensing
maps, give an overview of the detailed end-to-end simulations
that play a central role in the analysis, and describe the meth-
ods for characterizing the lensing power spectrum.
4.1. Estimating lensing maps from CMB maps
Several methods have been proposed to detect the lensing
signature in CMB maps. The most well-studied estimators
reconstruct lensing using the coupled nature of CMB modes
in the Fourier domain (Bernardeau 1997; Zaldarriaga 2000),
which can be optimized with particular choices of filters (Hu
2001a,b; Hu & Okamoto 2002; Okamoto & Hu 2003). Pixel-
space versions of these estimators have also been formu-
lated (Bucher et al. 2010; Carvalho & Moodley 2010). Al-
ternative approaches involve formulating and maximizing a
lensing likelihood function in pixel space (Hirata & Seljak
2003a,b; Anderes et al. 2011). However, for temperature-only
data with current noise levels, these maximum-likelihood ap-
proaches are not expected to lead to appreciable gains in
signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, in this work we use the
quadratic formulation to isolate the signature of lensing in the
four-point function in the Fourier domain. The same approach
was taken in previous detections (Smith et al. 2007; Hirata
et al. 2008; Das et al. 2011b).
As shown by Hu (2001b), the quadratic combination that
maximizes the lensing measurement signal-to-noise is the
temperature-weighted gradient, in which one multiplies a fil-
tered CMB gradient with a high-pass filtered CMB map. The
filters are chosen to weight the observed CMB according to
the inverse variance, and to select for the mode-coupling in
Eq. 5. The gradient-filtered map takes the form (Hu 2001a,b)
G(nˆ) =
∫
d2l
(2pi)2
CUl
Ctl
ilT (l)eil·nˆ, (6)
and the high-pass-filtered map takes the form
W (nˆ) =
∫
d2l
(2pi)2
1
Ctl
T (l)eil·nˆ. (7)
Here, CUl denotes the unlensed CMB power spectrum and
Ctl = C
L
l + C
N
l + C
F
l denotes the total power in the ob-
served CMB map. The components of this total power include
the lensed CMB temperature power CLl , the noise power C
N
l ,
and the power spectrum of the foregrounds CFl . We denote
the argument of the noise power with a vector, l, due to its
anisotropic nature as described below. After forming the real-
space product G(nˆ)W (nˆ), one takes the filtered divergence
of the result. This leads to an estimate for the scalar lensing
deflection field d(L),
dˆ(L) = −AL
L
∫
d2nˆ∇ · (G(nˆ)W (nˆ))e−iL·nˆ, (8)
where AL is the normalization. The deflection field is related
to the lensing potential through d(L) = Lφ(L). Expressed in
Fourier space, the estimator is
dˆ(L) =
AL
L
∫
d2l1
(2pi)2
F (l1,L− l1)T (l1)T (L− l1), (9)
where the filter function
F (l1, l2) =
f(l1, l2)
2Ctl1C
t
l2
. (10)
The factor AL is chosen to normalize the estimate such that
to linear order in φ
〈dˆ(L)〉CMB = Lφ(L),
according to Eq. 5. The subscript “CMB” on the expectation
value indicates that the ensemble average is taken over a set of
CMB realizations all lensed by the same φ field. The function
AL is given, in the absence of data windowing, by
AL =
(
1
L2
∫
d2l1
(2pi)2
(L · l1CUl1 + L · l2CUl2 )2
2Ctl1C
t
l2
)−1
. (11)
This function is also the noise in the lensing estimate (Hu
2001b; Kesden et al. 2003).
In our simulation-based approach, detailed below, the re-
sults of the lensing estimate are not sensitive to the exact set-
tings for the CMB power spectra in the filter; a mismatch be-
tween the assumed and exact power will lead to a small loss
in optimality, but no bias. We obtain the total CMB power
in the denominator, Ctl , assuming contributions from a lensed
WMAP7 best-fit CMB power spectrum (Komatsu et al. 2011);
power from uncorrelated point sources ofCl ≡ 7×10−6 µK2;
a flat-bandpower component with l2Cl/2pi ≡ 10µK2 (de-
signed to capture the combination of the power spectra of the
thermal SZ effect, the kinetic SZ effect, and clustered dusty
galaxies); and finally, a term due to instrumental noise. The
two-dimensional noise power spectra of the maps, CNl , are
calculated directly from ensembles of SPT difference maps.
We obtain pseudo-independent SPT noise realizations, con-
taining little response to any on-sky signal, by flipping the
signs of half of the several hundred observations of each field
and then performing a coadd.
Due to the SPT observing strategy, in which the telescope
scans in azimuth between steps in elevation, the noise power
5in the maps, CNl , is anisotropic. In particular, the noise is
substantially larger at low values of lx, the Fourier conjugate
to the scan direction28. The lensing estimation procedure, de-
scribed above, naturally down-weights these modes.
For the given map noise levels of roughly 18µK− arcmin,
the lensing signal is concentrated in the annular range of CMB
temperature multipoles 1200 . l . 3000. We apply an
azimuthally-symmetric bandpass filter to isolate these modes.
Isolating the temperature modes T (l) within this annulus is
effectively equivalent to setting the denominator of the filter
in Eq. 10, Ctl , to be infinite outside this annulus.
The instrumental time stream filtering discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2 leads to a signal transfer function which must be care-
fully evaluated. This is particularly true at low values of lx,
which are more aggressively filtered. Although this transfer
function was characterized down to low values of lx in K11,
with the lowest reported bin at l = 650, in this work we do
not consider CMB modes with lx < 1000 for simplicity. We
estimate that a reduction of this cut to lower lx would increase
the total lensing detection significance by up to ∼ 10%.
Together, the anisotropic noise and lx filtering lead to an
anisotropic function AL, with higher amplitude in the Ly-
direction than in the Lx-direction by a factor of ∼ 4.
4.1.1. Curl test
As described in the previous section, the lensing esti-
mate is derived by taking the divergence of a vector map,
G(nˆ)W (nˆ). This estimate is constructed for a field which has
a gradient component, but no curl, as expected for the lensing
deflection field. By taking the curl instead, we can construct
an estimator that closely resembles the lensing estimator, but
is optimized for curl-like sources (Cooray et al. 2005). The
estimate is formulated as
cˆ(L) = −A
c
L
L
∫
d2nˆ∇ ? (G(nˆ)W (nˆ))e−iL·nˆ, (12)
with the factor
AcL =
(
1
L2
∫
d2l1
(2pi)2
(L ? l1C
U
l1
+ L ? l2C
U
l2
)2
2Ctl1C
t
l2
)−1
. (13)
The operator ? is defined via A ?B = AyBx −AxBy .
This quantity is analogous to estimating “B-modes” in cos-
mic shear experiments. However, many foregrounds (e.g.,
point sources) have negligible contribution to the curl, and as
discussed in Appendix A, gravitational lensing actually gen-
erates a non-zero curl power spectrum when using a quadratic
estimator. The curl estimate is most useful as a test of our
understanding of the fluctuation power in the maps.
4.1.2. Apodization
Previous work has dealt with correlations due to sky cuts
by setting the noise to be large in cut pixels, and then tak-
ing the full pixel-pixel covariance matrix into account (Smith
et al. 2007). In a simpler, sub-optimal approach we formu-
late the estimate initially neglecting the apodization, and then
characterize the apodization response using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations.
28 Due to the location of the observatory at the South Pole, scans in the
azimuthal direction are equivalent to scans in right ascension; there is no
relative rotation between celestial and telescope co-ordinates on the sky.
Given that the observed CMB has been convolved with the
Fourier transform of an apodization window, R(nˆ), i.e.,
TR(l) =
∫
d2l′
(2pi)2
T (l′)R(l− l′), (14)
it will possess off-diagonal correlations given by
〈TR(l1)TR(l2)〉 =
∫
d2l′
(2pi)2
Ctl′R(l1 − l′)R(l2 + l′). (15)
Running such a CMB field through the lensing estimator will
result in a spurious signal at L 6= 0 given by
〈dˆ(L)〉 =AL
L
∫
d2l1
(2pi)2
∫
d2l′
(2pi)2
F (l1,L− l1)
× Ctl′R(l1 − l′)R(L− l1 + l′). (16)
This signal is a weighted average over the total power in the
map, Ctl , and is present even for an unlensed CMB. In the
limit of a very broad window in real space, R(l) → δ(l) and
this signal goes to zero for L 6= 0. For a typical apodization
window whose size is tens of degrees, we find that the signal
falls to zero quickly with L.
In practice, we characterize and remove the mean apodiza-
tion feature using Monte Carlo simulations. Figure 1 shows
the deflection map in real space, d(nˆ), for one of the SPT
fields (RA5H30DEC-55) before and after subtraction of this
feature. The feature takes on numerical values ∼ 5 times a
typical d fluctuation. However, as it is a slowly-varying func-
tion, it is largely decoupled from the multipoles L > 100 at
which we report our lensing results.
4.2. SPT Lensing Simulations
To characterize the impact of filtering choices on the lens-
ing signal, we use end-to-end simulations of the data and lens-
ing estimation.
We first generate 100 simulated full-sky lensed CMB re-
alizations using the LensPix package (Lewis 2005), up to
a maximum multipole of lmax = 5000 and at 0.8′ reso-
lution. The lensing field is taken to be Gaussian; we ad-
dress the impact of non-Gaussianities in the lensing field,
due to the effects of nonlinear growth of density fluctua-
tions, in Section 5.3. We also generate the same number
of unlensed full-sky simulations using the HEALPix tools
(Go´rski et al. 2005)29. The unlensed CMB simulations are
constructed to have the same power spectrum as the lensed
simulations, but do not contain the lensing-induced mode-
couplings. The cosmological parameters are given by the
best-fit model for WMAP7 together with the high-multipole
measurements of the ACBAR (Reichardt et al. 2009) and
QUaD (Brown et al. 2009; Friedman et al. 2009) experi-
ments as found on the LAMBDA website30. This model con-
sists of physical baryon density Ωbh2 = 0.02235, physical
cold dark matter density Ωch2 = 0.1086, Hubble parame-
ter H0 = 70.92 km s−1 Mpc−1, optical depth to recombina-
tion τ = 0.0878, amplitude of primordial scalar fluctuations
As = 2.453 × 10−9 and spectral index of primordial scalar
fluctuations ns = 0.960. The latter two quantities are quoted
at reference wavenumber of k = 0.002 Mpc−1.
We then project portions of these CMB simulations for each
field onto the flat sky, using the oblique equal-area Lambert
29 http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov
30 http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/map/dr4/parameters.cfm
6FIG. 1.— Impact of apodization: (left) reconstruction of lensing deflection for one of the SPT fields (RA5H30DEC-55); (middle) mean estimated deflection for
100 simulations, indicating the mean apodization feature; (right) resulting estimate of the deflection in the SPT field after subtracting the estimated apodization
feature. All maps have the same greyscale (±0.005).
projection as was done for the real data. To these CMB fields
we then add discrete point sources and Gaussian backgrounds
consistent with those expected from the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
effect from galaxy clusters and cosmic infrared background
fluctuations (Hall et al. 2010; Dunkley et al. 2011; Reichardt
et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration 2011), as was done in K11.
We then pass these simulated fields through simulated obser-
vations which take into account the detailed time stream fil-
tering applied to the real data, as described in K11. Noise
realizations are generated by differencing real SPT observa-
tions in two ways: data taken when the telescope is scanning
in different directions in azimuth are assigned opposite signs,
and then data from separate observations are also assigned
random signs.
We then perform lensing reconstruction on these simulated
maps, setting the CMB lensing filters to mimic the procedure
applied to the real SPT maps, including point source removal
and apodization.
4.3. Estimating lensing power spectra from lensing maps
In this subsection, we describe our method of estimating the
power spectra of the reconstructed deflection maps, including
our approach for treating noise bias.
Given a reconstructed map of the deflection field, dˆ(nˆ), and
associated analytic function, AL, we construct a straightfor-
ward lensing power spectrum estimate by averaging the map’s
Fourier amplitudes in azimuthal annuli. We down-weight the
noisier lensing modes by applying an inverse-variance weight
∝ (L2CφφL + AL)−2 in the azimuthal average. For CφφL , we
use the lensing power spectrum predicted for the fiducial cos-
mology. The anisotropic theoretical noise level, AL, is shown
as slices through the Fourier domain in Figure 2. Because of
the filtering of lx < 1000, as well as the anisotropic SPT noise
power, the lensing noise is highly anisotropic in the Fourier
domain.
Neglecting covariance between bandpower estimates and
assuming that the filters are properly set, the reconstruction
is expected to follow (Hu 2001b; Kesden et al. 2003)
〈dˆ(L1)dˆ(L2)〉 =(2pi)2δ(L1 + L2)(L21CφφL1 +N
(0)
L )
+ (higher-order terms). (17)
The sensitivity to the lensing power spectrum CφφL origi-
nates from the connected part of the CMB four-point function,
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FIG. 2.— Theoretical lensing reconstruction noise curves AL (Eq. 11) for
SPT map filtering and noise levels, showing slices along the Lx-direction
(dotted), along the 45-degree line (dashed) and in the Ly-direction (dot-
dashed). Due to the anisotropic noise statistics and filtering, the lensing data
are ∼ 4 times noisier in the Ly-direction than in the Lx-direction. The
azimuthally-averaged mean theoretical noise curve, given by the thick solid
line, is the noise bias which must be subtracted from the lensing power spec-
trum estimate. Note that the variance of the bandpowers in the lensing power
spectrum estimate will not rise as quickly with L, as the number of lensing
modes to average over is ∝ L. The fiducial lensing power spectrum L4CφφL
is given by the grey line.
or trispectrum. The leading noise bias in the reconstruction,
N
(0)
L , originates from the unconnected, or purely Gaussian,
part of the CMB four-point function. It is present even if lens-
ing reconstruction is performed on an unlensed CMB field
(Hu 2001b; Amblard et al. 2004). Its theoretical expectation
for a field without windowing is shown as the solid black line
in Figure 2.
For our analysis, we take two distinct approaches in dealing
with this bias:
• We use full SPT maps of each field to construct lensing
maps, and then estimate the lensing power spectrum of
each map. This method has the most statistical power,
but has a noise bias that must be subtracted.
• We split the SPT data into “low-l” and “high-l” bands
7by applying low-pass and high-pass spatial filters. We
estimate two lensing deflection fields, dˆlow(L) and
dˆhigh(L), from the two bands. We then compute the
cross-correlation between these two lensing maps. A
lensing detection obtained with this approach will have
lower signal-to-noise, but no Gaussian noise bias.
4.3.1. All-l technique
In this approach, we calculate the expected noise bias for
each field using the unlensed end-to-end simulations of Sec-
tion 4.2. The SPT temperature calibration could potentially
vary between the four fields used in this analysis. We cali-
brate each field by comparing the average temperature power
spectrum in the 1200 ≤ l ≤ 3000 range to the temperature
power spectrum used in our simulations, which allows us to
remove the Gaussian bias with high accuracy. Each field is
rescaled at the 1% level in temperature, and we propagate the
residual uncertainty in each field’s calibration to the lensing
power covariance matrix.
4.3.2. l-split technique
An incorrectly-calculated noise bias will lead to an anoma-
lous signal in the measured lensing power spectrum. An al-
ternative to directly characterizing and removing this bias is
to construct two maps of the same lensing field, using CMB
maps with no modes in common (Hu 2001b; Sherwin &
Das 2010). This can be achieved, for example, by filtering
to isolate CMB multipole ranges in two disjoint annular re-
gions. The estimated cross spectrum between these two re-
constructed lensing maps will then contain no Gaussian bias,
since the maps have no modes of Gaussian CMB, instrumen-
tal noise, or foregrounds in common.
However, due to the smaller number of mode pairs used
to construct each of the lensing maps, the resulting lens-
ing power spectrum estimate will have a significantly lower
signal-to-noise ratio. We use a Fisher matrix approach to fore-
cast the signal-to-noise as a function of the split multipole
lsplit. For the SPT noise and filtering, we find that the highest
possible detection significance with this split is smaller than
that in the all-l analysis by a factor of ∼ 0.38, for the SPT
noise and filtering. We find that this quantity is maximized
when the split multipole is set to lsplit ' 2300. This cor-
responds to a cut slightly higher than the center of the main
signal band, 1200 < l < 3000.
For each field, we compute lensing maps using only CMB
modes with spatial frequencies either of 1200 ≤ l ≤ 2200 or
2300 ≤ l ≤ 4000, with the gap of width δl = 100 between
the two annuli being necessary due to the convolution by the
finite apodization window. We estimate the lensing signal for
each of these maps, and construct a cross power spectrum. We
refer to this as the “l-split ” technique for the remainder of the
paper.
4.3.3. Higher-order biases
There are known additional terms in Eq. 17 that affect the
reconstructed lensing power spectrum. At high L, there is a
positive bias that arises from correlations in the CMB trispec-
trum generated by lensing (Kesden et al. 2003). This bias is
proportional to the lensing signal, CφφL , though evaluated at a
different set of multipoles. It is denoted N (1)L due to its linear
dependence on the lensing power spectrum. This effect also
leads to an excess in the power spectrum of the estimated curl
field as we show in Appendix A.
There is an additional negative bias which arises at low L,
due to effects in the reconstruction of order (CφφL )
2 (Hu et al.
2007; Hanson et al. 2011). This bias is denotedN (2)L due to its
second-order dependence on the lensing power. This effect is
neglected in the formulation of the quadratic estimator, which
only considers the lensing operation in the map to linear order
in φ (Eq. 5).
In Section 6.1, we present our detection of lensing in terms
of the excess signal compared to N (0)L , which is determined
from the unlensed simulations. To calibrate the level of lens-
ing power detected, we compare the excess power in the SPT
measurements to the excess found in the same analysis of the
lensed simulations. Since the lensed and unlensed simulations
contain equivalent amounts of Gaussian, on-diagonal CMB
power (with l1+l2 = 0), we label the excess signal seen in the
lensed case as the signature of lensing. This simulation-based
approach leads to a detection of the effects of lensing which
naturally takes the higher-order biases into account, obviating
the need the need to model these biases precisely.
5. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Uncertainties in the underlying cosmology and contribu-
tions from foregrounds have been shown to potentially bias
the reconstructed lensing power spectrum (Cooray & Kesden
2003; Amblard et al. 2004; Perotto et al. 2010). In particular,
Amblard et al. (2004) have shown that the thermal and ki-
netic SZ effects can significantly bias the estimates. Here we
re-evaluate these biases, particularly given more recent mea-
surements of the amplitude of the thermal SZ power spectrum,
Poisson point source power, and clustered point source power
at 150 GHz (Hall et al. 2010; Dunkley et al. 2011; Shirokoff
et al. 2011; Reichardt et al. 2011). We also study the impact of
non-linear structures in the Universe and beam uncertainties
in the context of our analysis approach.
We will show in the results section (Section 6) that the lens-
ing estimator with the highest signal-to-noise ratio, namely
the all-l method, yields a statistical error on the total lensing
amplitude of 15% when applied to our data. Biases on the
reconstructed lensing power spectrum which are substantially
smaller than this quantity can be safely neglected in our anal-
ysis. We show below that none of the possible sources of bias
that we consider in this section show evidence for being sig-
nificant.
5.1. Foregrounds
Emission from galaxies and Galactic dust are a possible
source of non-Gaussianity, and could in principle be a prob-
lem for CMB lensing reconstructions. In particular, we inves-
tigate the impact of infrared and radio galaxies, SZ effects,
and Galactic cirrus. We will show that these foregrounds are
unlikely to be a substantial source of bias.
5.1.1. Infrared and Radio Galaxies
Point sources will affect the estimator in two ways: they
will add Gaussian power to the CMB map, and the brightest
sources will generate a trispectrum which will lead to an ap-
parent lensing signal. The purely Gaussian component is sim-
ilar to the experimental noise, and its presence will slightly
raise the effective Gaussian noise bias. This is naturally taken
into account by our handling of the noise bias described in
Section 4.3.1 in the case of the all-l analysis, and is not present
as a bias in the lsplit analysis.
8The point source trispectrum is a potential contaminant.
Due to the non-locality of the lensing estimator, a bright point
source will lead to spurious signal on all scales. Here, we de-
termine at what flux level the map must be cleaned of bright
sources so the residucal Poisson point source background will
be in the Gaussian limit.to put the Poisson point source back-
ground into the Gaussian limit for the lensing estimation.
We simulate fields of Poisson-distributed point sources us-
ing number count models for dusty, star-forming galaxies
given by Negrello et al. (2007), and for radio sources from
de Zotti et al. (2005). In the case of the dusty star-forming
galaxies we scale the counts to 150 GHz using the same as-
sumptions on the spectral indices as those described in Hall
et al. (2010). These counts agree, up to 100 mJy, with the re-
cent measurements of these populations at 150 GHz (Vieira
et al. 2010; Marriage et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al.
2011). We generate randomly-placed sources with flux values
between 0.01 and 103 mJy.
We pass these point source simulations, together with sim-
ulated lensed CMB fields and noise realizations, through the
lensing estimator. Since we are specifically seeking to isolate
the non-Gaussian contribution of the Poisson point sources,
for comparison we also pass purely Gaussian fields through
the estimator. The Gaussian fields are constructed using the
same power spectrum as the non-Gaussian foreground fields,
including the effects of source masking. For simplicity, in this
section we use a version of the estimator which is formulated
for maps with periodic boundary conditions, bypassing the
extra apodization step.
We find that with a flux cut of 10 mJy, the uncorrelated
trispectrum contribution from Poisson sources is equal to that
from equivalent Gaussian power, for both the infrared and ra-
dio sources, to within 1% in the reconstructed lensing power
spectrum. Turning the flux cut up to 20 mJy, a ∼ 5% bias
on the reconstructed lensing power becomes apparent in both
the all-l and l-split reconstructions. Given that we remove
sources in the 150 GHz SPT maps at thresholds of ∼ 10 mJy,
we conclude that the non-Gaussian contribution of Poisson
point sources are an insignificant source of bias on the lens-
ing reconstruction.
We also perform equivalent estimates for the curl signal in
these fields. These estimates show negligible signal, indicat-
ing that the curl estimate is not a useful check for Poisson
foregrounds.
The angular fluctuations in the cosmic infrared background
(CIB), as well as the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effects, are expected
to be correlated with the mass fluctuations responsible for
CMB lensing (Song et al. 2003; Cooray & Hu 2000). This
is because these sources are tracers of the same underlying
three-dimensional matter field, and are thought to have a sim-
ilar distribution in redshift as the CMB lensing redshift kernel
(Eq. 1). Clustering of the CIB sources has been detected at
SPT wavelengths at high significance (Hall et al. 2010; Ha-
jian et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration 2011; Shirokoff et al.
2011; Reichardt et al. 2011). The CIB-φ correlation can po-
tentially bias the lensing estimate (Cooray & Kesden 2003).
To test this possibility, we use two separate lines of investiga-
tion: Gaussian random fields that have a CIB field completely
correlated with the lensing convergence map, and the simula-
tions of Sehgal et al. (2010).
As a first test for a correlated signal, we assume that both
the lensing convergence and the CIB trace the linear density
fluctuations in the Universe and that both are Gaussian ran-
dom fields. We assume that the CIB field is completely corre-
lated with the convergence field and normalize the amplitude
to match the observations of Reichardt et al. (2011). In this
case, we find no measurable bias on the lensing reconstruc-
tion.
We also perform an analysis on maps from the IR simu-
lations by Sehgal et al. (2010). Since the simulations were
performed, much has been learned about the mm-wave prop-
erties of the CIB; for example, these simulations assumed a
frequency scaling from 353 GHz down to 150 GHz that was
more shallow than has been observed (Reichardt et al. 2011;
Addison et al. 2011). Using a more appropriate frequency
scaling of the dust emissivity than that assumed for the Sehgal
et al. (2010) simulations leads to the CIB maps being reduced
in amplitude by a factor of 1.7. Scaling the maps by this fac-
tor leads to a power spectrum from Poisson-distributed dusty
sources that is in excellent agreement with Reichardt et al.
(2011).
To study the nature of biases from the Sehgal et al. CIB
simulations, we rotate the CIB fields by 90◦ to break the cor-
relations between the CIB and lensing fields. We find a small
bias (< 1% at L = 500) from the CIB sources in the ab-
sence of these correlations. Restoring these correlations, the
bias in the lensing power spectrum at L < 500 is found to be
∼ −3–4%, which is smaller than the statistical uncertainty in
our analysis (detailed in Section 6).
A complete understanding of the impact of correlations be-
tween CIB fluctuations and lensing convergence remains to
be determined. The contrast between the results from purely
Gaussian simulations (showing no contamination) and the Se-
hgal simulations (∼ −3−4% at low L) demonstrate that care-
ful CIB modeling will be required for future analyses. The Se-
hgal et al. simulations, while useful for these purposes, have
features which make them difficult to interpret. For exam-
ple, the source counts are lower than observations at 150 GHz
(Vieira et al. 2010) between 5 and 10 mJy, which is close
to the flux cut that we employ; the amplitude of the CIB
power spectrum from clustered sources is also lower than that
seen in recent measurements; and the finite simulation vol-
ume (1 Gpc/h) subtends only 25 degrees at z=1. Larger sim-
ulations, created with input from recent observations at mm
wavelengths, should help gain a better understanding of this
systematic effect.
5.1.2. Thermal and Kinetic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich Effects
As with the radio and infrared sources, the temperature
decrement associated with an unmasked massive SZ cluster
leads to a large feature in the reconstructed deflection map.
This feature can potentially generate a bias on the recon-
structed lensing power spectrum, and correlations of the SZ
field with the lensing field could lead to a bias in the observed
lensing power (Cooray & Kesden 2003).
Our simulated SPT observations, described in Section 4.2,
contain Gaussian fluctuations with an SZ power spectrum
template. However, they do not contain discrete SZ clusters.
Unlike the case for the radio and infrared galaxies, the mask-
ing of SZ clusters in the SPT maps does not have an equivalent
procedure in our simulated observations. Masking of objects
in the data but not in the simulations leads to a small differ-
ence in the amount of temperature power in the maps.
Given the possible bias from the thermal SZ signal, we
conduct three analyses to assess its importance using two in-
dependent thermal SZ simulations, along with an empirical
measurement of the importance of SZ masking in the data
analysis.
9We use the maps of Sehgal et al. (2010), rescaling the am-
plitude of these maps to match the lower SZ power spectrum
seen in measurements (Lueker et al. 2010; Fowler et al. 2010;
Reichardt et al. 2011) which were made after these simula-
tions were created. As with the radio and infrared sources, we
pass these simulations through the lensing estimator, together
with simulated CMB and noise fluctuations.
In each case, we compare with a Gaussian field with equiv-
alent power spectrum. We identify two sources of bias from
the thermal SZ effect in the Sehgal et al. simulations. The very
bright objects contribute a large enough signal in the lensing
reconstructions to add a positive bias of ∼ 20% to the lensing
power spectrum without any masking, while correlations of
massive galaxy clusters with the large scale structure respon-
sible for lensing lead to a negative bias of ∼ 10%. Masking
of the extremely bright SZ clusters, as is done in the data, re-
duces the positive bias from the most massive clusters to be
less than 10% of the lensing power spectrum, and the nega-
tive bias from correlations with large scale structure reduced
the total bias from the thermal SZ effect to be negligible for
this analysis (< 3%).
The second simulation that we use as an independent test is
a 500 Mpc/h N-body+SPH simulation with 10243 dark matter
as well as gas particles, that is performed with a different as-
sumed cosmology (Gottlo¨ber & Yepes 2007). Snapshots are
approximately sampled at each light-crossing time. We then
produce maps by randomly rotating and translating each sim-
ulation volume and creating an SZ map, then ray tracing over
all data cubes adding in each case the SZ effects at the de-
flected position. After rescaling the maps to agree with the
observed SZ power spectrum, we pass these maps through the
lensing estimator. In this case, a large bias (50% of the lensing
power spectrum at L = 700) is generated by the most mas-
sive clusters in the map, but masking of the very brightest SZ
sources again reduces the bias in the lensing power spectrum
to negligible (∼ 5%) levels.
Given theoretical uncertainties associated with simulations
of the thermal SZ (Dunkley et al. 2011; Reichardt et al. 2011)
we also take an empirical approach by running the full lensing
reconstruction pipeline on SPT maps with differing masking
levels. We find that without any masking of clusters, the best-
fit lensing amplitude increases by 0.12σ (2% of the lensing
power spectrum amplitude) compared to the result, presented
below, which contains 0.01 clusters masked per square de-
gree. At the more aggressive masking level of 0.07 clusters
masked per square degree, the best-fit lensing amplitude de-
creases by an equivalent amount, 0.12σ. We therefore con-
clude that thermal SZ is not a substantial source of bias in this
analysis.
We also run simulated kinetic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich fields
through the lensing estimator. Again we repeat this analysis
for the Sehgal. et al. as well as SPH simulations. The power
spectrum of these fields is consistent with current upper limits
(Reichardt et al. 2011). This leads to a bias that is equivalent
to a fully Gaussian field with the same power spectrum, to
within 1%.
5.1.3. IR cirrus
Diffuse Galactic dust emission is known to be an impor-
tant foreground for CMB studies. The SPT fields are cho-
sen to minimize Galactic emission, but cirrus emission is de-
tected at ∼ 3σ through cross-correlation with maps from the
Infrared Astronomical Satellite (Finkbeiner et al. 1999), as
described in K11. To test the importance of this cirrus con-
tamination, we subtract a template based on Finkbeiner et al.
(1999) from the field that shows the strongest cirrus detec-
tion (the RA5H30DEC-55 field), and re-calculate the lensing
power spectrum. In no l-bin is the result changed by more
than 2%, and there is no evidence for a systematic bias. The
non-Gaussianity of the Galactic cirrus in our fields is not a
serious contaminant for CMB lensing studies at 150 GHz.
5.2. Uncertainty in the unlensed CMB temperature field
Even if the Gaussian noise bias is perfectly removed, the
lensing map is subject to a calibration uncertainty which
arises from uncertainty in the CMB power spectrum, as men-
tioned in Hu (2001b). This is because the lensing estimate is
based on the mode-coupling of Eq. 5; an uncertainty in the
unlensed CMB power spectrum will lead to a multiplicative
offset on the reconstructed lensing map.
In this analysis, we enforce a constraint that the power spec-
trum of the data match that of the simulations. For a fixed
theoretical lensed CMB power spectrum, the uncertainty in
the theoretical unlensed CMB power spectrum is small. Sam-
ple variance between lensed and unlensed power spectra for
a given realization are strongly correlated, but in any case
would be less than 1% in amplitude for the sky coverage and
l range considered. Uncertainty in the CMB power spectrum
is therefore not a limitation of this analysis.
The effects of primordial non-Gaussianities upon the esti-
mator have been shown to be negligible, being two orders of
magnitude smaller than the first-order bias of Kesden et al.
(2003) for non-Gaussianity parameters fNL and gNL consis-
tent with current upper limits (Lesgourgues et al. 2005).
5.3. Effects from nonlinear growth of structure
Interaction between the angular scales of the gradient and
lens (Eq. 10) can lead to a negative bias of the lensing recon-
struction (Hu et al. 2007; Hanson et al. 2011). This effect is
expected to increase in the presence of nonlinear structures
like clusters and filaments. To determine whether our simu-
lation pipeline using Gaussian random fields of matter fluctu-
ations (described in Section 4.2) leads to an unbiased recon-
struction, we run a cosmological N-body simulation of gravi-
tationally interacting dark matter particles, using the Gadget-2
code.31 The simulated cube is 1000 Mpc/h on each side with
10243 particles. We again produce ray-tracing simulations of
CMB lensing in maps 15 × 15 degrees on a side that start
from a regular grid near the observer and deflect each ray at
the interpolated positions at each projected plane. The result-
ing lensing potential has excess small scale power as expected
in nonlinear structure formation, and the lensed temperature
power spectrum is found to be consistent with the nonlinear
lensing option of CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000) out to l ' 5000.
This confirms convergence of the resolution of our dark mat-
ter simulation on all scales relevant for the SPT lensing recon-
struction. The lensing estimator (Section 2) is then applied to
the lensed maps and the reconstructed lensing power spectrum
compared to that of the input. The procedure is repeated for
100 maps produced from different randomly chosen transla-
tions and rotations of the simulation volumes along the line
of sight. We find a deviation of the second-order lensing bias
N
(2)
L from the Gaussian case with magnitude equal to a few
percent of the total reconstructed power. This bias is insignif-
icant compared to sample variance for the sizes of the SPT
fields.
31 http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/right.html
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FIG. 3.— Individual all-l raw power spectra for each field for the main lensing signal (the divergence; bottom, black, points in each panel) and the curl
component (top, red, points in each panel). Curves show the results of the lensed and unlensed simulations; i.e., the lower curves show the Gaussian noise biases
estimated from simulations and the upper curves show the sum of the noise bias and the expected lensing signal in our fiducial cosmological model. The extra
ticks on the error bars show the impact of the correlated covariance arising from the uncertainty in the Gaussian noise bias subtraction.
5.4. Beam Uncertainties
Here we address the uncertainty in our analysis due to the
uncertainty in the SPT beam profiles. The simulated observa-
tions convolve the sky by the SPT beams. If the beam used
in this convolution differs from the true SPT beam, the beam-
convolved sky power, and thus N (0)L bias, will differ between
the data and the simulations. This would result in a bias in our
N
(0)
L -subtracted C
φφ
L .
To first order, this effect is removed when we recalibrate the
data maps such that their average beam-convolved tempera-
ture power spectra are equal to the simulated beam-convolved
power spectra. However, there is a residual uncertainty due to
the tilt of the beam uncertainty across the 1200 < l < 3000
range. We have checked that the effect of this tilt is small. If
we repeat the analysis using simulated beams that differ from
the nominal beams by a 1σ beam uncertainty, we find that
the best-fit lensing amplitude shifts only by -0.4%, or -0.03σ.
We conclude that the uncertainty in the beam has a negligible
effect on this analysis.
6. RESULTS
Two types of results are reported below. First, the ampli-
tude of the lensing signal is compared with expectations from
our simulations, which are performed at a single point in cos-
mological parameter space. We then explore the cosmological
parameter space allowed by current cosmological probes, us-
ing the lensing data to both better constrain cosmological pa-
rameters and characterize the amplitude of gravitational lens-
ing compared to expectations from the ensemble of allowed
cosmological models.
6.1. Measuring the lensing amplitude at a reference ΛCDM
cosmology
The raw, unnormalized power spectra of the estimated de-
flection maps are shown in Figure 3. The spectra are domi-
nated by the lowest-order noise bias, and, additionally have
not been corrected for the effects of the windowing or the
higher-order biases. The noise bias is substantial, but it is
also clear that the SPT data show an excess in all fields over
the unlensed prediction. The curl estimator also shows a pref-
erence for lensing, and demonstrates that the Gaussian noise
in the SPT maps is well-understood.
After subtracting the expected noise bias, we compare the
measured excess in the divergence estimator to that seen in the
lensed simulations in the left panel of Figure 4. The relative
bandpowers are shown as an L-dependent scale factor
A0lens(L) =
CˆdataL − Nˆ (0)L
CˆsimL − Nˆ (0)L
. (18)
Here, CˆdataL is the raw power spectrum of the reconstructed
lensing deflection field; iCˆsimL is the field-dependent raw
power spectrum of the lensed simulations; and Nˆ (0)L is the
field-dependent noise bias, which is obtained by performing
equivalent reconstructions on the unlensed simulations. The
superscript (0) refers to this being the amplitude of the lens-
ing signal relative to the template provided by our simulations.
With this definition, A0lens(L) = 1 corresponds to the ampli-
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tude of the lensing signal in the simulations; A0lens(L) = 0
corresponds to no lensing signal. We show this quantity for
the all-l analysis in the left panel of Figure 4; evidence for
lensing can clearly be seen. The right panel of Figure 4
shows the same quantity for the l-split technique, which has
no Gaussian noise bias needing removal.
We then fit the measured A0lens(L) to the model of an L-
independent lensing amplitude A0lens which scales the ampli-
tude of the lensing power spectrum in our fiducial cosmology.
We assume a Gaussian likelihood function of the form
−2 lnL(A0lens) = ln det(C)+ (19)∑
LL′
(A0lens(L)−A0lens)
×C−1LL′(A0lens(L′)−A0lens)
We obtain an approximation to the bandpower covariance ma-
trix C using 2000 lensed flat-sky simulations which include
apodization for the RA5H30DEC-55field. This large number
of simulations is necessary due to the large scatter in the off-
diagonal terms. The bands are correlated at the 15–20% level;
the shape of the off-diagonal elements in the covariance ma-
trix is found to be similar to that obtained by Kesden et al.
(2003) and Hanson et al. (2011), using mode-counting argu-
ments. We additionally account for sample variance in the
lensing amplitude by scaling the diagonals of the covariance
matrix by a factor ∝ [(A0lensCφφL +N (0)L )/(CφφL +N (0)L )]2.
To test the assumption of Gaussianity in the likelihood func-
tion, we also compare with an offset-lognormal likelihood
function (Bond et al. 2000). We find equivalence with the
two approaches in both the best-fit point and the width of the
likelihood curves.
Figure 5 shows the total likelihood for the fields as a func-
tion ofA0lens and indicates a robust detection of lensing power.
No lensing is excluded at 3.9σ using the l-split approach,
and at 6.3σ using the all-l approach. These quantities are
quoted in terms of the difference in the likelihood function
between 0 and the best-fit A0lens, taking the total likelihood
as the sum of likelihoods for the individual fields. Using the
divergence signal in the all-l maps, the best-fit lensing ampli-
tude is found to be 0.86 ± 0.16. A substantial component of
this uncertainty comes from the uncertainty associated with
the N (0)L removal; in the absence of this uncertainty, the error
bar would be ±0.11.
The values of χ2, the second term in Eq. 19, are shown in
Table 1 for the individual fields. For A0lens = 1 (not the best
fit) the highest χ2 value for any field still has a 7% proba-
bility of observing a higher value, and the total χ2 for all 56
points has a probability of 35% of observing a higher value.
In contrast, all of the fields have higher χ2 for a model with
no gravitational lensing, and the sum of the fields has a χ2
with a probability of observing a higher value of 8× 10−5.
The l-split technique shows a clear lensing detection with
A0lens = 0.91 ± 0.25. As expected, the signal to noise is
substantially lower, but recall that this lensing power spectrum
does not suffer from the issues of noise bias that present a
challenge for the result that uses the all-l maps.
Using only the curl signal in the all-l maps, we find a ten-
tative detection of lensing: A0lens = 0.98± 0.55. The lensing
signal in this mode is due to the equivalent of the N (1)L bias
mentioned above and discussed in more detail in the Ap-
pendix.
Figure 6 shows the product of the derived lensing ampli-
tudes as a function of L and the reference lensing power spec-
trum used in our simulations, A0lens(L)C
φφ
L . This represents
our best estimate of the lensing power spectrum. These band-
powers are also shown in Table 2. The N (1)L and N
(2)
L biases
lead to non-local distortions of the lensing power spectrum.
However, if the shape and amplitude of the true lensing power
spectrum is similar to that in the assumed power spectrum, the
true biases will not be significantly different than what is as-
sumed.
6.2. Cosmological Parameter Estimation with Extra
Information from Lensing
The power spectrum of the CMB lensing potential is sen-
sitive to total matter fluctuations over a wide redshift range
(peaking at z ∼ 2), and mainly on scales which are in the
linear regime (k ∼ 0.05h/Mpc). A measurement of this
power spectrum can therefore constrain physics which affects
growth on these scales, as well as provide a distance mea-
sure to these redshifts (Kaplinghat et al. 2003; Smith et al.
2006; Lesgourgues et al. 2006; de Putter et al. 2009). The first
cosmological constraints from the lensing power spectrum
were produced with the ACT lensing reconstruction by Sher-
win et al. (2011). When combined with data from WMAP,
the lensing data showed a preference for spatial flatness, and
found a nonzero dark energy density at 3.2σ. We first dis-
cuss the constraining power from the SPT data in the ΛCDM
parameter space. We then quantify the improvement in four
additional parameters which we allow to vary: the amplitude
of the lensing signal Alens; the spatial curvature of the Uni-
verse Ωk; a nonzero sum of neutrino masses Σmν ; and the
dark energy equation of state parameter w.
One complicating factor in using lensing measurements
to obtain precision cosmological constraints is the nontrivial
scaling of the higher-order biases with cosmological parame-
ters (Kesden et al. 2003; Amblard et al. 2004; Hanson et al.
2011).
In our approach, we obtain an effective L-dependent lens-
ing amplitude A0lens(L) seen in the data relative to its expec-
tation from simulations (as shown in Figure 4). We then mul-
tiply by the fiducial lensing power spectrum CφφL used in the
simulations. If the true cosmological parameters were exactly
equal to those assumed in our simulations, then the higher-
order biases would be completely accounted for in this ap-
proach. To consider different cosmological parameters, we
must therefore estimate the different scalings with cosmolog-
ical parameters for these higher-order effects.
The leading-order bias N (1)L at a given multipole L is given
as an integration over the lensing power spectrum at other
multipoles. A parameter which scales the amplitude of the
lensing signal, such as the scalar spectral amplitude As, will
thus affect CφφL and N
(1)
L in the same way. However, a pa-
rameter which affects the shape of the spectrum in a nontrivial
way will affectCφφL andN
(1)
L differently (Hanson et al. 2011).
We note that the measurements at low L, which contain the
highest signal-to-noise ratio, are dominated by CφφL (after the
subtraction of N (0)L ). The size of N
(1)
L becomes & 50% of
the signal at L = 1000; however, the signal-to-noise ratio per
band also decreases at high L.
To estimate the impact of the scaling of N (1)L with param-
eters, we analytically compute N (1)L at a grid of points in pa-
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FIG. 4.— Ratio of the power excess measured in the SPT data compared to the power excess from lensed simulations. The left panel uses all-l maps, while the
right panel uses the l-split method of using disjoint annuli in l space to avoid a noise bias. The horizontal lines indicate lensing amplitudes of 0 and 1. Each field
is shown as a different color, offset in L for clarity: the RA5H30DEC-55 field in green; the RA23H30DEC-55 field in blue; the RA3H30DEC-60 field in magenta;
and the RA21HDEC-60 field in orange. The heavy black points show the combined best-fit estimate of the lensing amplitude. Note the expanded scale in the
right panel; the l-split method has less statistical power. No lensing is excluded at 6.3σ (left) and 3.9σ (right)
TABLE 1
χ2 VALUES AND MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FITS FOR EACH FIELD
χ2(A0lens = 1) χ
2(A0lens = 0) Best fit A
0
lens
Field Name Div (all-l) Div (l-split ) Curl Div (all-l) Div (l-split ) Curl Div (all-l) Div (l-split ) Curl
RA5H30DEC-55 12.0 4.0 18.7 31.0 5.1 20.0 1.40± 0.45 0.58± 0.60 1.1+1.3−1.1
RA23H30DEC-55 14.3 14.3 12.0 21.7 22.4 12.3 0.77± 0.39 1.92± 0.69 0.2+1.3−0.2
RA3H30DEC-60 10.6 13.9 13.4 25.2 20.6 17.9 0.84± 0.28 0.90± 0.38 2.0+0.9−0.9
RA21HDEC-60 22.5 5.1 16.3 31.3 6.7 16.3 0.63± 0.26 0.60± 0.47 0.1+1.0−0.1
Total ( # pts) 59.4 (56) 37.2 (36) 60.4 (56) 109.3 (56) 54.8 (36) 66.6 (56) 0.86± 0.16 0.91± 0.25 0.98± 0.55
The field-by-fieldχ2 values, with each all-l spectrum consisting of 14 points and each l-split spectrum having 9 points, together with the field-by-field
best-fit A0lens for the different spectra. The curl uncertainties are asymmetric within each field because we have assumed A
0
lens ≥ 0.
TABLE 2
SPT LENSING BANDPOWERS
L L4CφφL /2pi/10
−7 σ(L4CφφL /2pi/10
−7)
150 0.741 0.175
250 0.366 0.119
350 0.291 0.098
450 0.077 0.085
550 0.062 0.067
650 0.025 0.067
750 0.106 0.054
850 0.060 0.047
950 0.112 0.047
1050 0.031 0.068
1150 −0.009 0.064
1250 0.065 0.066
1350 0.030 0.052
1450 0.063 0.055
The lensing bandpowers, as shown in Figure 6. Each
value represents a band of width ∆L = 100, cen-
tered at the given value of L. The final column shows
the error within the given band, obtained from simu-
lations. The bandpowers of the lensing convergence
κ are related to those of the potential φ according to
CκκL =
1
4
L4CφφL .
rameter space. The calculation of the N (1)L bias is a CPU-
intensive four-dimensional integral in the Fourier domain for
each value of L considered. For simplicity, we therefore com-
pute N (1)L assuming isotropic noise fluctuations. This allows
us to evaluate N (1)L on a one-dimensional line L, rather than
at a two-dimensional grid of points as would be necessary if
considering the anisotropic SPT noise. We then numerically
evaluate the derivatives
Bα ≡
∣∣∣∣∣ ddpα ln
(
m(L)2L4CφφL + L
2N
(1)
L
m(L)2L4CφφL
)∣∣∣∣∣σpα . (20)
The factor m(L)2 encapsulates the calibration offset in the
lensing estimate due to uncertainty in the unlensed CMB
power spectrum, discussed in Section 5.2; it is equal to unity
if the unlensed CMB power spectrum is equal to its assumed
value. The set of parameters pα which we vary consists of
(Ωbh
2,Ωch
2, H0, τ, As, ns,Σmν ,Ωk, w). As the final step,
we multiply by the cosmologically-allowed 1σ range in the
given parameter, σpα . We find that the logarithmic deriva-
tive Bα is less than 0.02 for L < 1300 for all parameters
considered. The two bins at higher L constitute only 3.2%
of the total SPT lensing χ2, and contain effectively negligi-
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FIG. 5.— Change in 2 lnL compared to best fit for the SPT lensing power
spectrum, when the fiducial lensing power spectrum is multiplied by a lensing
scale factorA0lens. A strong detection is evidenced for both the less-sensitive
l-split method (blue, long dashed line) and the more-sensitive all-l technique
(black, solid line). Using the curl signal in the data (red, short dashed), lens-
ing is also tentatively detected.
ble weight in parameter fits. N (1)L can thus be treated as a
transfer-function effect on the lensing modes used in the cur-
rent analysis.
The second-order, negative bias, N (2)L , appears on the
largest scales. The SPT lensing bandpowers correspond to
scales smaller than a full-sky experiment, such as Planck.
Using simulations, we find that at L = 150, the low-
est L at which we report our results, its value is approxi-
mately |N (2)150| = 0.60σ150. Here, σ150 denotes the uncer-
tainty in the reported band at L = 150. At L = 250,
its value is |N (2)250| = 0.17σ250. In our approach, the
majority of the effect of N (2)L is removed by scaling to its
value in the reference cosmology. Since the lensing ampli-
tude is measured at the ∼ 20% level from the other bands,
the uncertainty in this rescaling is small (on the order of
∼ 0.2 × 0.6σ150 = 0.12σ150 for the band at L = 150, and
smaller at higher multipoles). We thus neglect the effect of
N
(2)
L in the following analysis.
To explore high-dimensional parameter volumes, we use
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) techniques (Chris-
tensen et al. 2001; Lewis & Bridle 2002). Rather than com-
puting new Markov chains, we importance-sample existing
chains using the SPT lensing likelihood (e.g., Appendix B of
Lewis & Bridle 2002). The chains we use were generated for
the CMB temperature power spectrum analysis of K11 using
a modified version of the CosmoMC package. They provide
full explorations of the allowed parameter volumes for vari-
ous models, constrained by the WMAP7 CMB power spec-
trum measurements (Komatsu et al. 2011). In some cases, we
also consider the impact of including the SPT high-l CMB
temperature power spectrum measurements of K11.
The base parameter set varied in the chains consists of
(Ωbh
2,Ωch
2, θs, τ, As, ns), where θs is the angular scale sub-
tended by the sound horizon at the CMB recombination sur-
face. The parameters describing the power spectrum of pri-
mordial fluctuations, As and ns, are defined relative to a ref-
erence wavenumber of k = 0.002 Mpc−1, as is chosen in
the analysis of the WMAP team (Komatsu et al. 2011). In
the case of the chains which are computed with K11 data,
the amplitudes of the three sources of foreground fluctuations
which become important on small angular scales are also var-
ied and marginalized over. These consist of the amplitude
of the power spectrum of clustered infrared galaxies; the am-
plitude of the power spectrum associated with the Poisson,
or shot noise, nature of the galaxy distribution; and the am-
plitude of the power spectrum of Sunyaev-Zel’dovich fluc-
tuations. All cosmological parameters are assigned flat pri-
ors, with the exception of the logarithmic prior assigned to
As. Foreground parameters have priors based on the mea-
surements in Shirokoff et al. (2011), as described in K11.
We generate a lensing power spectrum for each point in
these chains. The calculation of accurate theoretical lensing
power spectra is CPU-intensive. For efficiency, we first cal-
culate lensing power spectra for∼ 104 points in a chain using
the CAMB software package (Lewis et al. 2000). For this step
we use the parameter chains provided by the WMAP team as a
training set. We then use this information to interpolate power
spectra at other points in the parameter space. We perform a
principal component analysis on the training set, keeping the
first 12 modes. We then perform a linear fit to the amplitudes
of these modes as a function of cosmological parameters.
With this linear fit for the mode amplitudes we can construct
a lensing power spectrum for any set of cosmological param-
eters. We find the fit (at L < 2000) to have an rms difference
of less than 1% from the CAMB-computed power spectrum
for cosmological models within the WMAP7-allowed 3σ pa-
rameter space.
For each of these theoretical lensing power spectra, we then
calculate the likelihood of the SPT lensing data. We assume
a Gaussian likelihood function, consisting of the SPT band-
powers shown in Figure 6 together with the covariance matrix
used to constrain Alens above. Unlike when fitting for the
template amplitude A0lens, in which we fit for each field sepa-
rately, here we fit directly to the field-combined bandpowers.
In the Metropolis-Hastings technique of MCMC integration
(Metropolis et al. 1953), which is used for the chains consid-
ered in this paper, each location in parameter space examined
by the chain is assigned a weight according to the number of
iterations that the chain remained at that point. To include the
SPT lensing measurements, we calculate new weights by mul-
tiplying this weight by the SPT lensing likelihood. We can
then compute statistics, such as marginalized one- and two-
dimensional parameter distributions, by replacing the original
weights with these new weights. The constraints on cosmo-
logical parameters presented in the remainder of this section
are quoted as the means and variances of the distributions ob-
tained using these new weights. The constraints we obtain for
each model are summarized in Table 3.
6.2.1. ΛCDM
The first cosmological model we consider is the spatially
flat, power-law LCDM model (with the lensing amplitude set
to unity). The parameter constraints which are most improved
when the SPT lensing data are added to the WMAP7-allowed
ΛCDM parameter volume are those of the cold dark matter
density and the two parameters related to the primordial scalar
fluctuation power spectrum. In Figure 7, we show associated
constraints on Ωch2 and σ8, which is a derived quantity given
by the square root of the variance of the linearly-evolved den-
sity field today in spheres of size 8h−1 Mpc. The constraint
on σ8 improves by ∼ 10%, from σ8 = 0.821 ± 0.029 to
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FIG. 6.— A comparison of the derived lensing bandpowers from SPT and ACT (Das et al. 2011b). Although we show the lowest-L datapoint, centered at
L = 50, we do not use this point in our fits due to the possible interaction with the subtraction of the apodization feature (Section 4.1.2) on this large scale. The
solid curve is not a fit to the data; rather, it is the lensing power spectrum in our fiducial ΛCDM cosmology, corresponding to A0lens = 1.
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FIG. 7.— 95% confidence-level constraints on σ8 and Ωch2 from WMAP7
data alone (red dotted contour), and improvement when including the SPT
lensing data (blue solid contour).
σ8 = 0.810± .026 compared with WMAP7 alone.
Zahn et al. (2012, in preparation) suggest that, for the
SPT data considered here, the lensing information contained
in CMB power spectrum estimators and that contained in
trispectrum estimators are largely independent. Combining
the K11 temperature power spectrum data with the lensing
bandpowers, we obtain a constraint on the matter fluctuation
amplitude of σ8 = 0.814 ± 0.020, an improvement in preci-
sion of ∼ 30% compared to WMAP7 alone.
6.2.2. Alens
In Section 6.1 we performed a fit for the lensing ampli-
tude at a fixed reference cosmology. Here, we use MCMC
techniques to find constraints on the lensing amplitude when
marginalizing over ΛCDM parameters. At each point in the
WMAP7 ΛCDM chain, we define a parameter, Alens, which
corresponds to the amplitude of the lensing power spectrum
relative to its value for the given set of ΛCDM cosmological
parameters. We can then find constraints on this parame-
ter, to which we assign a flat prior, jointly with the ΛCDM
parameters. K11 used this approach to measure the lensing
amplitude at high significance. We find that the SPT lensing
data in combination with WMAP7 measure the lensing am-
plitude to be Alens = 0.90± 0.19. The equivalent measure of
the lensing impact on the temperature power spectrum from
K11 is Alens = 0.92 ± 0.23. These constraints are shown in
Figure 8. Combining the SPT lensing data with K11, neglect-
ing any possible correlation between the lensing information,
gives Alens = 0.90 ± 0.15, with the six ΛCDM parameters
marginalized.
6.2.3. Curvature
Observations of the primary CMB at z ∼ 1100 do not mea-
sure the spatial curvature of the Universe to high precision.
This is due to the angular diameter distance degeneracy. A
key physical length scale associated with the observed CMB
surface is the acoustic scale, and observations of the CMB that
include the acoustic peak region of the power spectrum can
measure the angular size corresponding to this physical scale
to high accuracy. Indeed, the parameter θs is used as one of
the standard base parameters in cosmological fitting. There is
an effective degree of freedom associated with the angular di-
ameter distance to the CMB recombination surface, which is
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marginalizing over ΛCDM parameters. The WMAP power spectrum data
(red dotted line) do not detect lensing. The SPT lensing data show a clear de-
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FIG. 9.— Demonstrating the ability of the lensing data to constrain the free-
curvature model. Each grey line is the lensing power spectrum for a point
in cosmological parameter space allowed by WMAP7 when the curvature
parameter is allowed to vary. Specifically, the curves are taken from equally-
spaced points in a WMAP7-only Markov chain which explores the ΛCDM
+Ωk model. The SPT lensing bandpowers, shown as black diamonds, can
significantly discriminate among the models. The lensing power spectrum
for the fiducial cosmology, which has Ωk = 0, is shown as the black curve.
required to convert the angular size to a physical length scale.
In the flat ΛCDM model (as we parameterize it), ΩΛ plays
this role, and is well-constrained from primary CMB data (to
∼ 4%), despite the fact that the dynamical effects of dark en-
ergy become important long after last scattering.
However, in cosmological models which allow for an addi-
tional free parameter that affects the angular size of the sound
horizon, such as curvature, only a particular linear combina-
tion of these parameters will be well-constrained with primary
CMB data, leading to a strong parameter degeneracy. Adding
a measurement of the distance scale to another redshift range,
such as that containing the matter fluctuations responsible for
CMB lensing, can break this degeneracy (e.g., Smith 2006)
as was shown experimentally by Sherwin et al. (2011). In-
deed, Figure 9 demonstrates that models with negative curva-
ture, which are allowed by primary CMB temperature mea-
surements, can predict CMB lensing potential power spectra
that are up to a factor of two higher in amplitude than those
predicted by ΛCDM in flat geometries.
Here, we evaluate the improvement in the measure of the
curvature parameter Ωk when the SPT lensing data are con-
sidered in combination with the WMAP7 data, by adding
the constraints from the SPT lensing bandpowers to the
WMAP7-allowed ΛCDM +Ωk parameter volume. We find
the marginalized 1σ curvature constraint to tighten by a fac-
tor of ∼ 3.9 over WMAP7 alone, to Ωk = −0.001 ± 0.017.
Many of the models allowed by WMAP7 correspond to val-
ues of the Hubble parameter H0 as low as 30 km s−1 Mpc−1;
adding the SPT lensing data leads to an effective measure of
H0 = (72.3 ± 9.3) km s−1 Mpc−1, from the CMB alone.
This result is not currently competitive with direct mea-
sures of the Hubble constant, which have an uncertainty of
2.4 km s−1 Mpc−1(Riess et al. 2011), but is of interest be-
cause the constraints come only from the CMB. These results
are shown in Figure 10. The constraint from the CMB lensing
measurement also corresponds to a measure of a nonzero dark
energy density, using only the CMB, of ΩΛ = 0.734± 0.056.
Such a measure is not possible using only the primary CMB
anisotropies at recombination, without additional information
from lensing.
The greater-than-5σ constraint of the lensing amplitude
found using the lensing effect on the CMB power spectrum
by K11 (when accounting for the non-Gaussian probability
distribution in Alens) is also able to provide significant con-
straints on this parameter volume. This corresponds to a mea-
surement of the curvature of the Universe using only the CMB
power spectrum, i.e., without performing the trispectrum-
based lensing reconstruction that is the focus of this paper. As
is shown with the green dashed curves in Figure 10, the K11
temperature bandpowers together with WMAP7 constrain the
dark energy density to ΩΛ = 0.689 ± 0.081, the Hubble pa-
rameter to H0 = 66.4 ± 9.8 km s−1 Mpc−1, and the curva-
ture parameter to Ωk = −0.015 ± 0.026. We have checked
that these results are almost entirely due to the lensing ef-
fect on the K11 temperature power spectrum measurements;
the constraints on these parameters degrade to close to their
WMAP7-alone values when the Alens parameter is marginal-
ized. Measures of the dark energy from the CMB alone are
thus possible without performing lensing reconstruction, us-
ing only the effects of lensing on the CMB temperature power
spectrum.
6.2.4. Neutrino masses
Massive neutrinos damp the matter power spectrum on
scales which are smaller than their free-streaming scale at the
redshift at which they become non-relativistic. For the case of
three neutrinos with degenerate masses, an increase in the sum
of the neutrino masses of 0.1 eV leads to a decrease of 5% in
the matter power spectrum on scales of k & 0.05hMpc−1.
The matter power spectrum suppression leads to a compa-
rable level of suppression in the CMB lensing power spec-
trum at L & 100 (Kaplinghat et al. 2003; Lesgourgues et al.
2006), corresponding to the entire SPT signal band. High-
significance CMB lensing measurements hold the promise to
measure the sum of neutrino masses at the 0.05 eV level (e.g.,
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FIG. 10.— Constraints on the free-curvature model ΛCDM+Ωk from WMAP7 data alone (red dotted curves); adding the SPT lensing bandpowers to WMAP7
(blue solid curves); and adding the K11 temperature power spectrum measurements to WMAP7 (green dashed curves). The top row of panels shows the one-
dimensional parameter likelihoods on Ωk , H0, Ωm, and ΩΛ; the two panels on the bottom show the 95% confidence-level contours in the H0-Ωk and ΩΛ-Ωm
planes.
Lesgourgues et al. 2006; de Putter et al. 2009), the minimum
required for at least one species by oscillation experiments
(Adamson et al. 2008).
We generate lensing power spectra from the WMAP7-
allowed ΛCDM+Σmν parameter space and again compute
SPT lensing likelihoods for each model. Although the SPT
lensing data have the statistical power to improve the con-
straint on the sum of neutrino masses by ∼ 20%, they also
show a mild preference for low values of both σ8 and Ωch2, as
seen (in the case of ΛCDM) in Figure 7. Both of these param-
eters are degenerate with the neutrino masses. The mild pref-
erence for low values of σ8 corresponds to a mild preference
for larger values of Σmν . The net result is that the WMAP7-
based 95% confidence level upper limit of the sum of neutrino
masses actually increases slightly, from Σmν < 1.10 eV to
Σmν < 1.17 eV.
A significant fraction of the parameter space allowed by
WMAP7 corresponds to values of the Hubble parameter
which are inconsistent with recent observations. With the
measure of the Hubble parameter of (Riess et al. 2011) in-
cluded with WMAP7, adding the SPT lensing data changes
the 95% confidence level upper limit from Σmν < 0.36 eV to
Σmν < 0.38 eV.
6.2.5. Dark energy equation of state
The majority of the weight in the redshift kernel for CMB
lensing, Eq. 1, lies in the matter-dominated era. The ampli-
tude of the lensing power spectrum can thus be used to pro-
vide a measure of the distance to these redshifts, leading to
constraints on the equation of state of dark energy, w. As-
sumingw to be constant as a function of redshift, we show the
constraints in the w-σ8 plane in Figure 11. WMAP7 weakly
constrains w, to −1.120± 0.420, based on the measure of the
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FIG. 11.— 95% confidence level contours on the dark energy equation of
state w and the matter fluctuation amplitude σ8. The WMAP7 data (red
dotted contour) show a strong degeneracy between these two parameters.
Adding the SPT lensing data (blue solid contour) can start to break this degen-
eracy, tightening the w constraint by 5%. When the measure of the Hubble
parameter is also used (grey dashed contour), the lensing data improve the
constraint by 15% (brown dot-dashed contour).
expansion history provided by CMB observations. Adding
the SPT lensing data modestly improves this uncertainty on
w, by 5%.
When including the Riess et al. (2011) H0 measurement
together with WMAP7, the SPT lensing data improve the
precision of w by 15%, from w = −1.126 ± 0.111 to
w = −1.087± 0.096.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have detected the power spectrum of gravitational lens-
ing of the CMB at high significance on scales of 8′ and
larger (L < 1500). We find the amplitude of the mea-
sured signal in our fiducial best-fit ΛCDM cosmology to be
A0lens = 0.86 ± 0.16. This detection represents an impor-
tant step toward the eventual goal of using the lensing of the
microwave background as a precise probe of the growth of
structure and geometry of the Universe.
As part of this analysis, we have modeled several impor-
tant biases in lensing reconstruction, demonstrating the abil-
ity to remove the leading bias due to the Gaussian power in
the map. We have used two complementary approaches for
dealing with this bias. In the first approach, we estimate the
bias directly, relying heavily on previous SPT results: the
measured power spectrum of the primary CMB (K11), back-
grounds from dusty galaxies and galaxy clusters (Lueker et al.
2010; Shirokoff et al. 2011; Reichardt et al. 2011), and the
known source counts in the maps (Vieira et al. 2010). In prin-
ciple, this method leads to the maximum possible detection
significance, as it uses all of the available data. However,
since the Gaussian bias exceeds the signal by a large factor
over much of the lensing signal band, uncertainties due to
the instrumental calibration and beam or small uncertainties
in power spectrum estimation lead to systematic uncertainty.
We obtain a 6.3σ detection of CMB lensing while accounting
for these sources of systematic uncertainty.
In the second approach, lensing maps obtained from two
disjoint regions of Fourier space were cross-correlated. This
ensured that there was no Gaussian bias to remove (Hu 2001b;
Sherwin & Das 2010). The clear SPT detection of this signal
provided a more direct indication of lensing of the CMB. This
method is more robust to systematics, but has less statisti-
cal significance (as implemented), providing a 3.9σ detection.
However, the loss in signal-to-noise ratio is not a fundamental
property of the lensing measurement using this method. More
sophisticated techniques for dividing the Fourier domain into
several regions and combining the multiple quadratic pairings
of these regions should lead to an increased signal-to-noise
ratio. Without a large (and somewhat uncertain) noise bias
to subtract, this is a potentially cleaner signal for future mea-
surements; experiments with higher signal-to-noise ratio will
require stricter control of systematic uncertainties to subtract
the noise bias to substantially higher precision.
We have also extracted an estimate of the power spectrum
of a curl-like component in the lensing field. This is a strong
test of our ability to measure the noise bias, since similar
forms for the noise bias appear in both the divergence and
curl estimates. By detecting the curl-like component at the
expected level, we have passed a significant test of our under-
standing of the Gaussian backgrounds and noise in the SPT
experiment. Furthermore, we have obtained 1.8σ evidence of
the lensing signal using this curl estimator by itself: while the
curl estimator is formulated to reconstruct fields with the op-
posite parity than leading-order lensing, higher-order lensing
biases, similar to those found in Kesden et al. (2003), lead to
a non-zero lensing signal in the curl estimate.
The contamination of the lensing signal by non-Gaussianity
in Galactic and extragalactic foregrounds was simulated and
found to be relatively small. The ability of SPT to detect point
sources down to relatively low flux levels has made it possi-
ble to mask out point sources to a level where the point source
background becomes nearly Gaussian. There is a residual bias
originating from the correlations between the point source
field and the lensing field; although in the current work it was
neglected given our 15% statistical uncertainty, this bias will
need to be better understood in future analyses. In the case of
SZ emission from galaxy clusters, the lower-than-expected SZ
signal measured by Lueker et al. (2010); Das et al. (2011a);
Shirokoff et al. (2011); Dunkley et al. (2011) and Reichardt
et al. (2011) means that only a handful of clusters need to be
masked to reduce the SZ contamination to a level that can be
neglected for this analysis.
We have also investigated the constraints that our measure-
ment of the lensing power spectrum places on cosmological
models. We found that adding our measurement to those from
WMAP7 improved the precision of the measurement of the
amplitude of matter density fluctuations, σ8, by 10%. The
lensing amplitude, marginalized over WMAP7-allowed mod-
els, was found to be Alens = 0.90 ± 0.19. The lensing data
are able to mildly break degeneracies in parameter values that
result from the analysis of primary CMB data, namely w and
Σmν . When also including external measures of the Hub-
ble parameter, the constraint on w improved by 15% when
including the SPT lensing data, to w = −1.087 ± 0.096.
Additionally, as in Sherwin et al. (2011), we found that our
measurement can break the angular diameter distance de-
generacy and constrain models with spatial curvature. We
found σ(Ωk) = 0.017 when combining with WMAP7, and
σ(Ωk) ' 0.015 when including the lensing effect on the SPT
CMB temperature power spectrum reported by K11.
Measurements of CMB lensing are expected to continue to
rapidly improve. The recently-completed full SPT-SZ survey
includes approximately 2500 square degrees of CMB tem-
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TABLE 3
CONSTRAINTS ON COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS USING SPT LENSING BANDPOWERS
Model and WMAP7 WMAP7 WMAP7 + K11 WMAP7 + K11 WMAP7 +H0 WMAP7 +H0
parameter + SPTlens + SPTlens† + SPTlens
ΛCDM σ8 0.821± 0.029 0.810± 0.026 0.814± 0.024 0.806± 0.022 0.809± 0.027 0.803± 0.025
(6-param.) Ωch2 0.1125± 0.0054 0.1103± 0.0047 0.1117± 0.0048 0.1102± 0.0042 0.1091± 0.0043 0.1081± 0.0039
ΛCDM+Alens Alens 1.13± 0.98 0.90± 0.19 0.92± 0.23 0.90± 0.15 1.26± 1.03 0.95± 0.19
(7-param.)
ΛCDM+Ωk Ωk −0.0545± 0.0670 −0.0014± 0.0172 −0.0150± 0.0257 −0.0015± 0.0146 0.0045± 0.0053 0.0042± 0.0052
(7-param.) H0 57.6± 13.8 72.3± 9.3 66.4± 9.8 72.2± 7.9 73.3± 2.4 73.6± 2.4
ΩΛ 0.561± 0.193 0.734± 0.056 0.689± 0.081 0.738± 0.046 0.744± 0.019 0.749± 0.017
ΛCDM+Σmν Σmν (eV) < 1.10 (95% CL) < 1.17 < 1.34 < 1.37 < 0.36 < 0.38
(7-param.) σ8 0.726± 0.070 0.709± 0.066 0.688± 0.072 0.677± 0.068 0.774± 0.041 0.768± 0.039
Ωch
2 0.1187± 0.0072 0.1184± 0.0073 0.1208± 0.0074 0.1212± 0.0075 0.1094± 0.0043 0.1088± 0.0039
wCDM w −1.120± 0.420 −1.040± 0.399 −1.160± 0.363 −1.105± 0.352 −1.126± 0.111 −1.087± 0.096
(7-param.) σ8 0.854± 0.143 0.818± 0.131 0.863± 0.120 0.838± 0.115 0.863± 0.053 0.838± 0.045
Ωch
2 0.1132± 0.0056 0.1109± 0.0048 0.1123± 0.0047 0.1107± 0.0042 0.1135± 0.0056 0.1108± 0.0047
Constraints on parameters of interest when SPT lensing information is added. The three datasets to which we add SPT lensing constraints are the CMB power
spectrum measurements from WMAP7 (Komatsu et al. 2011); WMAP7 together with the CMB power spectrum measurements from K11; and WMAP7
together with the measure of the Hubble parameter from Riess et al. (2011). In the ΛCDM case, 6 base parameters are varied and marginalized over in the
MCMC; in the other models these 6 parameters are varied, plus either Alens, Ωk , Σmν , or w. All errors are 1σ standard deviations within Markov chains,
weighted with the likelihoods for the given datasets. The Hubble parameter is quoted in units of km s−1 Mpc−1. †The WMAP7+K11+SPTlens column
is obtained by combining the SPT CMB power spectrum measurements of K11 with the trispectrum-based lensing measure performed in this paper, and is
subject to the validity of neglecting the covariance between the two measures (Zahn et al. 2012, in preparation).
perature measurements at the same depth as those considered
here, along with additional measurements at 95 GHz and 220
GHz. This survey should produce a detection of the lensing
signal at several times the significance of the detection pre-
sented here.
The analysis of the full SPT-SZ survey will require a more
careful modeling of foreground astrophysics than we have
performed here; for this analysis we only included modes with
l < 3000 in the CMB maps to avoid contamination by galax-
ies and galaxy clusters. However, there is signal on smaller
scales that can be recovered with a more careful treatment of
non-Gaussianity from foregrounds. Upcoming polarization-
sensitive CMB experiments (e.g., SPTpol, McMahon et al.
2009; ACTpol, Niemack et al. 2010; PolarBear, Arnold et al.
2010) will reconstruct the lensing power spectrum with high
signal-to-noise ratio, but will need to deal with a distinct set
of systematic uncertainties (Su et al. 2009; Miller et al. 2009).
The robust detection presented here and the parameter con-
straints that are enabled indicate that CMB lensing is emerg-
ing as a powerful probe of cosmology.
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APPENDIX
LENSING SIGNATURE IN THE CURL ESTIMATOR POWER SPECTRUM
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the curl estimator of Cooray et al. (2005) is formulated to search for curl-like sources of
deflection in the CMB. Instead of shifting the CMB by the gradient of a scalar field φ according the usual lensing operation
T (nˆ) = TU (nˆ+∇φ(nˆ)), these sources, denoted Ω(nˆ), shift the CMB according to
T (nˆ) = TU (nˆ+∇ ? Ω(nˆ)). (A1)
The operator ? is given by A ? B = AyBx − AxBy . The signature of this mode of deflection is negligibly small in a given
reconstructed φ map. However, additional terms in the lensing trispectrum lead to the bias N (1)L in the estimated power spectrum
of this map, as they do for the divergence estimator of Kesden et al. (2003). Indeed, in the main text we show that evidence for
this signal in the curl estimator is seen in the SPT data at 1.8 σ. In Figure 12, we show the prediction, for both the divergence
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FIG. 12.— Higher-order bias signatures in the lensing estimate, described further in Section 4.3.3. Left: Kesden et al. (2003) bias in the divergence estimate
(black) together with the lensing power spectrum (grey). Right: similar bias in the curl estimate. These are computed under the assumption of isotropic white
noise and an analytical beam.
and curl components, under the assumptions of case of isotropic white noise and analytical beams. In practice, however, when
presenting our results we compare against the prediction for Monte Carlo estimates, in order to take into account the anisotropic
noise properties of the real dataset.
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